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Latin American citizens’ trust in public institutions reached historical low levels in the past decade, 

with an average of 33.9% in 2018.1 The belief that representatives do not work for the interest of their 

constituents can be especially harmful in times of crisis when legitimacy and leadership are required. 

Under the Covid-19 pandemic, which has hit all countries regardless of geographical position or 

economic growth level, governments are expected to act accordingly by enforcing sanitary measures 

to protect and preserve human life. But what happens when states are lacking authority to enforce 

such measures? As of September, Latin America has barely flattened its curve which is a direct 

reflection of located institutional failure.2 A partial explanation to citizens low confidence level is 

constant sensation of fear and insecurity under the presence of gang-related violence.3 But, in face of 

growing inequalities citizens are also more prone to engage in these so-called criminal activities.4 As 

such, an endless spiral that links up gangs, lack of trust in politics and political failure is launched. 

Covid-19 constituted almost an opportunity for respective governments to build-up legitimacy, 

however it was simultaneously beneficial for gangs to shift citizens trust from governments to 

themselves.  

 

Governmental decisions to implement curfew and mandatory quarantines strongly affected gangs 

activity by reducing capacity to traffic and network. Obviously, governments were at the forefront of 

enacting laws to establish such sanitary measures, but as the pandemic progressed, institutions were 

facing increasing difficulties to provide assistance in remote areas. Latin American criminal 
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organizations decided to take advantage of these challenging times to harden and expand their control 

over given territories.5 Targeting isolated areas is not random, to the contrary it is part of a broader 

strategy to gain power. In addition to being geographically isolated, these constituents also feel 

excluded from political institutions. Latin America highly fragmentized society around race and 

economic class has led to difficulties in state-building and creation of a collective identity.6 Absence 

of collective identity can be directly exploited by gangs to foster hatred toward the state and the elite 

while simultaneously empowering themselves. Remotes areas or simply poor ones, like city slums, 

constitute a perfect sector to assert their authority. This assertion mainly took the form of replacing 

the government by directly enforcing curfews and providing welfare and food supplies.7 In Mexico, 

supply boxes labeled “Narco-despensas” were delivered to citizens in Victoria. Deliveries were part 

of a publicity stunt, as several photos and videos were taken with the aim of sharing them on social 

media.8 Through a Robin Hood impersonation, cartels have attempted to improve their image by 

helping the needy.9 In a way, this strategy speaks to Pablo Escobar’s “plato o plomo” saying; wining 

the heart of constituents by appealing first to their feelings before engaging in violence. For Vanda 

Felbab-Brown: “Many criminal groups seek to rule not only through brutality, but also by having 

political capital and legitimacy with local populations – in Latin America and around the world this 

has been the case for decades.”10 

 

Hence, coercion and violence did not evaporate, far from that. In Colombia, The Ejército de 

Liberación Nacional (ELN) published a Covid-19 pamphlet which claimed that they killed citizens 

who did not respect the sanitary rules and endangered the lives of others.11 With the aim of gradually 

taking the role of the Leviathan, cartels and gangs have to increase their lethal grip to achieve total 
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monopoly on violence. While the beginning of the pandemic saw a hope in violence decrease with 

two days without homicides reports in El Salvador or massive drops in Guatemalan and Honduran 

rates, this hope did not last.12 Some regions saw homicide rates surpass Covid related deaths.13 The 

pandemic has fostered a competitive environment between cartels by severely affecting the supply 

and demand drug market. In addition, to the growing competition, police efforts have also been 

redirected toward enforcement of sanitary measures which leaves more place for cartels.14 In the state 

of Cearà, in Brazil, violent crimes rates rose by 98 percent between the 19 and 29 of March which 

coincides with the beginning of lockdown initiatives.15 Gangs by gradually embodying the state 

through adoption of regal authority have managed to use both soft and hard powers. As such, the 

question is now to determine how much can cartels be empowered by the pandemic, especially 

considering growing unemployment and how it might push citizens to join these criminal groups. 
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